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Introduction: The utilities analytic challenge

“Data analytics is
key to unlocking
the benefits of
Smart technology”
Andrew Coleman,
Head of Smart Metering Transition,
Bristol Energy

Like many other industries in the modern world, utilities is a sector that’s now led by data.
The utilities sector has distinct pressures and opportunities that are driving analytic changes. Regulation from
government combines with environmental considerations, technological advances and consumer churn mean that
analytics is at the forefront of creating data driven businesses.
Smart meters in particular are leading the way in driving transformational change. By government mandate,
energy suppliers need to have taken all reasonable steps to roll out smart meters to every home by 2020 at
no upfront cost to the consumer. This includes a communications hub and real-time electronic meter display.
Suppliers have to fund the rollout, but are also fined if they don’t succeed in time. SSE has already been fined
£700,000 for not delivering its 2018 target – these are not small fines.
With 53 million smart meters still to install in that time, there’s a lot to do. Low customer engagement and privacy
concerns are two of the major obstacles.
High competition and increased regulatory intervention means it’s harder than ever to remain competitive while
moving forward with new technology and still delivering the excellence customers expect.
The opportunity, is in data and how an organisation harnesses it. Being data-driven is inherent to the changes and
the cultural change required to begin embracing the future, rolling out the customer successes, and doing so in
ways that will lay new, exciting product and service roadmaps for utilities organisations.
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Enter data-driven
transformation
At Mango Solutions, we empower
organisations to make informed
decisions using data science and
advanced analytics – we genuinely
believe data can change the world.

The right strategy
An organisation experiencing data-led change needs to place data as a core asset within
the business – in the first instance. This means recognising the power and effect data
can have not just on the obvious roles like data scientists and analysts, but all the way
across the organisation, on anybody who can benefit from embracing it.

The right capability
Ensuring the right skills are in place to make the most of data-led opportunities works
hand in hand with placing data at the core. You can look at it as a trickledown effect
– with data specialists in place to marry technological requirements with business
needs, conversations are stimulated to begin identifying who else in the business has
applicable knowledge, enthusiasm or potential.

The right technology
While there’s no magic black box to read the results and interpret them correctly – and
so skills are paramount – without the infrastructure, big data platforms, businesswide communication networks and algorithmical power to support the human
endeavour, thumbs will be twiddled. It’s of immense importance to begin on the correct
technological trajectory when planning big data projects.

The right delivery
In a way, this is a summation of the three other pillars. With strategy, capability and
technology firmly in place, the big, final step is to put it all into practice for delivery. From
best practice frameworks to good practice to PoC to production, it’s all in the delivery.
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Where’s all the data? Use cases to inspire
In modern utilities, it’s everywhere. With a reading coming in sometimes every 10 seconds from a smart meter,
that’s a veritable avalanche of data coming your way. Traditional analytics methods revolving around relational
databases and warehouses just can’t move fast enough to keep up with all this.
Data interpretation and processing, as well as shifting predictive modelling is a concern, and that means real-time
interaction with the data as it’s being created.
Putting together agile and data-led approaches holds enormously positive general potential.

Load forecasting means machine learning can be used to calculate oncoming supply
and demand in real time, optimising economic load dispatch of utilities. In the UK,
National Grid has always attempted to predict supply and demand peaks, but today this
is far more sophisticated and is aligned to strategies to attempt to optimise the network,
reducing national energy usage by 10 per cent.

Yield optimization, with the use of AI, power providers can finely tune power
generation efficiency with real-time adjustments across their national assets. As
an example, GE Renewable Energy’s digital wind farm concept includes software
that monitors and optimises the turbine literally as it runs, so far increasing energy
production by up to 20 per cent.

Predictive maintenance Predicting when assets should be inspected and replaced
helps keep whole networks online and optimised. These algorithms can then train
themselves to deliver optimal performance which helps lower costs and ensure
reliability. Some organisations use AI to inspect assets above surface that are remote
or difficult to access automatically - drones are trained with deep learning algorithms to
automatically identify defects and predict failures without interrupting operations – but
there are whole networks that can’t be seen from the air.

Demand management can be automated and made much smarter with machine
learning. Control devices often already exist within organisations with flexibility in their
energy consumption to shift demand in real time. It’s estimated that machine learning
could be used to help unlock up to 6GW of demand-side flexibility, which could then be
shifted during the evening peak without affecting end users.
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On a retail and direct end user benefit level, the possibilities are just as exciting:

Customer insights, which are already being captured from smart meters but not
necessarily used, allows utilities firms to fine-tune electricity prices to maximise their
margins while minimising customer churn. AI could be used to create individual offers
and services to help utilities calculate ‘customer lifetime value’, and retain their most
profitable customers in honest and straightforward ways.

Energy trading allows almost any ‘prosumer’ to generate their own renewable energy
and sell the excess back into the grid. Platforms are now emerging to allow peer-topeer trading between producers and consumers. Piclo is piloting this in the UK, with
Vandenbron in the Netherlands. As supply and demand continuously fluctuate, AI can
be used to more quickly match producers with consumers.

Virtual agents and ‘chat bots’ are set to revolutionise call centres, being able to respond
to consumer queries and provide instant assistance. They will increasingly be able to
automatically segment consumers based on service history and provide early warning
of bad debts. The continual advance of natural language analytics will eventually unlock
the capacity to fully automate customer service, with natural language able to identify
customer complaints with a focus on keywords and tone of voice. Customer service can
be more easily measurable in Net Promoter Score as a result.

Supplier selection can be made simpler for via assistive machine learning algorithms.
Factors such as energy generation type, how much a customer is willing to pay, and
their consumption patterns can be fed in, and then the market can be scanned to find a
use case match. The customer engagement improvement beyond the current emphasis
simply on immediate cost could be huge.

Consumption insights can be gained directly from smart meter data, and analysed
to extract the utility consumption profiles of a household’s hungriest appliances, and
how much this contributes to the energy bill. While this is extremely useful in itself
for customers with smart meters, machine learning can be used on the provider’s
complete database of smart meter readings to apply profiles to similar devices in homes
that don’t even have smart meters – essentially crowdsourcing the data of the more
technologically advanced for the benefit of all.
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Case study: i20’s evolution from offering
monitoring devices to full data analytics solutions
for the water industry
i20 is a company which was already equipped to assist water utilities organisations better manage their networks,
producing monitoring devices to help reduce water leakage and improve maintenance efforts.
Serious water leaks can still be a huge problem, with a recent water leak in the Finsbury Park area of London
affecting a 500 square meter space, damaging many properties, and leaving many residents without water for over
24 hours.
The system i20 had in place was already popular with many UK water providers, as well as providers across 35
countries, with more than 100 providers in total using i20 systems.
But i20 was collecting masses of data through the devices, and that data wasn’t being harnessed to its full effect to
detect network faults with even greater accuracy.
i20 came to Mango Solutions for the missing piece of the puzzle. Working closely with i20’s water network experts,
between us we developed an algorithm to hone i20’s fault detecting abilities.
This eventually became i20’s iNet software tool, which is now offered alongside the hardware devices, and has
catapulted the company into the data-led age.
iNet features data visualisation tools to display water network information through graphs, maps and dashboards.
It can combine multiple data sets to provide greater context, greatly increasing the opportunity to discover
anomalies leaving to unusual or undetected faults.
During development, a diagnostic analysis into PRV (pressure reducing valve) failures was carried out, so iNet is
also capable of predicting underlying causes of PRV failures by looking at pressure data and other relevant data to
create forecasts. This saves water companied time and resources in terms of fixing faults early, or cutting down on
unneeded routine maintenance.
i20’s work with Mango Solutions represents the perfect blend of existing standout technology joining forces with
an exemplary data-led strategy.
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Conclusion: For utilities, the future is now
We hope we’ve shown you that utilities is a
landscape fertile with potential in analyticled transformation. While government
mandates are stringent, the benefits of
embracing 2020 for smart meters are
manifold. Engaging with the depth and
versatility of optimised data strategy won’t
just keep you level with – or ahead of – the
competition, it will also allow you to more
finely control your business outcomes.
With huge savings to be made in monitoring
maintenance, waste, customer value and
even the direct benefit exchange between
you and your customers in the peer-to-peer
energy trade market, the smart meter is
actually the portal through which utilities
can move into a world of being everywhere,
all the time, for the benefit of everybody.

About Mango Solutions
Mango Solutions is a data science consultancy that specialises in enabling a data-driven culture within businesses,
helping them derive value from data science and data analytics initiatives. It does this via a collection of products
and services, delivered by Mango’s team of data scientists and data engineers, which help companies use advanced
analytics to create operational acumen that improves business performance.
Services include strategic advice that addresses fundamental business challenges to transform data into a
business asset; data science solutions aligned to driving use case value; training and upskilling through educational
programmes and capability assessments and data engineering and data platforms to create an analytic environment.
Mango also offers products for regulated open source development, including ValidR, ModSpace,
Navigator Workbench and Data Science Radar to identify and build world-class data science talent.
Visit www.mango-solutions.com or follow @MangoTheCat.
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